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Many important issues engaging demand side management (DSM) professionals can be illuminated the
thoughtful application of process evaluation methodologies. A bibliographic of recent DSM
evaluations and interviews with several practitioners of process evaluation are used to examine current
issues in the practice and use of process evaluation. The first section suggests several of the most
important DSM program design issues upon which process evaluation can shed Section two
discusses the current status of process evaluation within regulatory and and
examines the typical emphasis placed on process evaluation relative to other evaluation types. This section
includes an assessment of evaluation budgets from sources including the proceedings of the International
Conference on Energy Program Evaluation, and a discussion of current defInitions and 1!eIlenUlz:aU40ns
that surround process evaluation practice. Section three offers examples of process evaluations used to
address broad program design issues. Section four summarizes our and identifies for
optimizing the usefulness of process evaluation in DSM pr()R:r;am·-rejlatt~ q:ues:tlonSa

Introduction

The news is that process evaluation of energy
efficiency programs has been attracting attention 'fI'Q>£'Io,Q"ntihl

The first comprehensive for DSM Process Evalua-
tion is released EPRI (Spinney and O'Rourke
1991). In a few states, New York and Wisconsin,
the regulatory community is increased emphasis on
process evaluation to insight into DSM programs
1IiJ""'.lIl. ..lIl....,&~L..IILJl. as they do 1991). Process evaluation
can rigorous techniques, in addition to
more qualitative methods, and can illuminate m.a.ny
tant issues demand side man.aJ~eJJ(leIJlL

The bad news is that the for process evaluation
to answers that win to DSM pro-
grams has not been fulfilled in pra!ctlc:ea
process evaluation has in the shadow of
evaluation. evaluation appears to attract more
resources, to more and to possess a

air of The intense focus in recent years
on DSM program. outcomes measurement and verification
has diverted attention from addressing critical issues
surrOlllnC:lmg DSM program and delivery.

Within the current climate of stakes evaluations that
refme the bottom line with progressively more sophisti
cated statistics, some big questions are not receiving
sufficient attention.. Despite the glare created by ambitious

many program design and delivery
issues facing DSM practice have not been addressed, and

are more than evera win be unable to
opltlm.lze the DSM resource until many of these QUt~SUl()nS

are answered:

@ Are rebates or incentives more effective? What cash
levels are most cost-effective under various
conditions?

e Which are most effective in the
de"el()prneIlt and of efficient technologies?
Which achieve the highest

Which measures and programs are best
for various market se~~mt~nt~~·!

@ Should programs focus resources on or
volume? What are the trade-offs between compre
hensive and incremental installation of measures over

relationships with clients?

e Which communication mechanisms work best in a
DSM program? How can coordination between
delivering programs be optimized? What are the

levels of staff tralmn,f.r~

o What are the levels of client contact and
education? What are the short- and effects
of education in non non-residential
apl)llC~aUon~~·! How can programs influence the chain
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Demand for this of information often means that
DSM process evaluation is not as a holistic
exercise, but rather is approached in a piece-meal fasmono
Process evaluations often focus on one program, or
only on one or more aspects of a program, such as
marketing penetration~ program and

issues span the lifetime of programs. com{>re,neXl
sive process evaluations often involve work

Impl€~mt~ntatl~()n,and program 1t1I"I!O h'li '11'"111 t'lT

such as code or

over time? Are still
aC(~eDtaiJile'! Which measures

What are the most
measure
the best

of decisions in.
assistance n1l"r"'01l"~:l1!"nlc~-f

over

have the
effective

e What nalPPt~nS

aD!)rO~:lcn to pelrsH;tellce in facilities?

Impact

Evaluators are constrained. the narrow focus
their and often do not, or cannot,

structure their research to encompass broader program
delivery issues.. On the momentum does
appear to be in more utilities and
rejJ~l,ltOl':Y bodies for more and holistic process
evaluations0

Process evaluation is the best 'to these
QUt~stllons because it seeks to how to and
deliver energy programs that work most

and the practice of
process evaluation has some barriers to overcome~

e What are the trade-offs among and effects of alternate
verification strategies? How can program managers
and commissions evaluation resources?

Process evaluation receives a
much smaHer share of the evaluation

evaluation. Wirtshafter and Baxter
a ..... eo,............ ',","""'" that process evaluation accounted for a

weu!hted average of 30 of total evaluation
for a of Northeast Utilities0 Table

and evaluation communities have
~~ ~ ~ "H~

did we do?" This on outcomes in evaluation
stems from pressure to a solid
measured basis for incentive awards and

other DSM issues~ As a
process evaluation does not seem to have the standJlng

evaluation 0 This on
evaluation over process evaluation appears in both
evaluation and in how evaluation results and
methods are discussed in the literature.

se ofore Effecti e
t'r()CE~S5; 1:1V81uation in the

ommunity

Several factors limit the a:Pl)l1(~at],on of process evaluation
to these broader program issues~ These include
the current scope of for process evaluation
services utilities and with

results in the DSM
users to discount the of process
eV~:lluatl~[)n'J and. lack of reference to the context for
process evaluation results in definitions and ...... ...,...,....... .'l\. "'llJ'"'''''IJJll..l1U of
what process evaluation does0

Most current process evaluations are the of
made commissions and utilities~

Utilities and re~;uUitolrs often do not seek to answer the
104~8"VO~J!.'U'JLil.O SlJrrOUlnollng DSM programs, and

rather focus IDore on those issues to
near-term One of the uses of process
evaluation in the has been to
nr(1fVlc:l~ short~term review of
Utilities also want to know how programs are SU(~C~ealn1!~

This desire is manifested in the use of process
evaluation as a tool for assessment of short term

As Brandis out, process
evaluation can be very useful for mid-course
program correctionso

This was consistent with the of the
three process evaluation we interviewe(L

that as, a rule of thumb, evaluation
show a one~third process, two-thirds

The for this allocation has
been made on the grounds that evaluation is more

and costs more. as the
evaluation as

some of our informants was the case, the
cost and cOlnp,lexlty O'll"of'n'll?'na.1t"t- becomes less le21tlrnatle~

The made here is not to less on
ev,ilu~atlC)n, since rate payer dollars fund evaluation

efforts and accurate results are but rather
to invest more in process

],. 20B Schueler and Quaid



evaluation because of the
effective program

benefits of more $ evaluation results: the
outcomes, costs and benefits of DSM programse Also
included are and research results~

evaluation lnethods: This
on advances in measurement

Conditional Demand or the
n'll"'Q~... ~gl'"\nf-g ......."""r< of measurement tec,ruUQU4~S to new areas.

Other: Includes all papers that are not classified
above~

M~.,rK,ptl~",O'e Market sej2~mt:~nuatl(Jln studies and customer
service related papers.

In.t~r:'or'ntj:.'/J evaluations methods and results: Includes
papers where both and process evaluation
results are pn:~SeJlt~:t

Three can be seen in Table 2~ The first is
that results were reported at nearly twice the rate
of process results 0 This does not necessarily mean that
there is twice as much evaluation on~ Much
process evaluation is done in a more informal manner less
conducive to A second factor, which may
contribute to these differences in is that process
evaluations may raise sensitive communications and
organizational issuese Utilities are, in a sense, more vul
nerable to process evaluation results since they report
situations over which the has direct
controL results are further removed and there are

@ Process evaluation results: A broad defmition of
process evaluation was used. Included are traditional
process as weB results of

to assess the effectiveness of program

$ Process evaluation methods:
ae"el()prnelli of that could be to
process evaluation. Also included are accounts of
BJ.Il.Ii"I'''''~J>.~_.s;, nr()I'UerrlS of data collection and communi-

EVlaLZJ,mz~()n and Reporting0 A second meas
ure of the status of process evaluation is the to
which process evaluation issues are discussed and results

in the DSM evaluation To assess
conducted a of the

from the last three International
IIJrr'l>€Y'll""Ql18"'n Evaluation Conferences~ We chose the
conference because it is the conference

devoted to energy program the
clearest and cleanest were tabulated. in
six based on an overall assessment of content~

As the boundaries between process and are not
a deal of was m

£,g~'C~lli-U1?1Ul' each paper~ the results below
are indicative of rather than definitive~ The
tollO\lVUlli? definitions were used to papers~
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shown up
and process

often circumstances that can be identified to
account for results ..

many have noted a trend toward
process and this has not
in treatment of
results was far more common..

The most is the lack of papers alSCU~;Sll1l2:

process evaluation methods.. In any of the last three
conferences fewer than five of papers

discussed process evaluation methods in any detaiL In
contrast, more than 20 of the papers in any of the
three years were focused on methods.. One reason
SU1!!!est~'l'l from our interviews with was that
basic methods of process evaluation haven't changed..
While that may be true, the and with
which process methods are has as a result
of and maturation in the field .. This
lack of discussion of process evaluation methods and
ll;Il.i-'ilJ'jLIl.~....~"".ll.vJ!Jao in the literature contributes to the impression
that process evaluation does not have a deal to offer
evaluation. users ..

Communication the WIlfJll''''&~'''i~~

lIi.dll'·lfI"g"'H'&tjl,~~ Evaluation to

Process evaluation's limited application is in part,
in causes a lack of reference to the role of

process evaluation in broad program

issues in definitions and descriptions of what process
evaluation does. To illustrate this, we collected several
defmitions referencing process evaluation. A sampling
follows ..

"A process evaluation is a study of program implemen
tation, [a] qualitative reporting of program operations
(Brandis 1987).. If

"Process evaluation seeks ways to optimize program
delivery and therefore addresses program design and
operation.....Process evaluations are usually qualitative
assessments, often based on surveys of consumers or
other relevant groups" (Puget Power 1991)..

"Process evaluations focus on a company's decision
making needs in process of designing and implementing a
program. Specifically, process evaluations cover the
qualitative aspects: (1) Program design and operation; (2)
marketing issues/customer satisfaction; (3) delivery
system/contractor-customer issues" (Purkayastba and
Fauntleroy 1991).

"Process evaluations examine program operations to
identify how wen the program is implemented and to
suggest ways to improve program delivery .. Such evalua
tions focus on program goals, history and activities, and
often are based on interviews with utility program staff,
program managers, participants and trade allies" (Hirst
and Reed 1991)&

"The systematic assessment of a utility DSM program for
the purposes of improving its design, delivery and the
usefulness and of the services delivered to
consumers" (Spinney and O'Rourke) ..

The definitions focus--to greater or lesser degrees--on
three areas: the goals or purpose of the evaluation, the
issues or generally studied with process
evaluation, and the methods used to answer the questions ..
Most writers agree that the purpose of process evaluation
is to optimize program implementation, which includes
design, marketing, delivery, and operations.

The methods used vary by practitioner.. Some maintain
that process evaluation uses primarily qualitative methods,
such as key informant interviews; some embrace market
ing, customer, or non-participant surveys, which are
quantitative methodologically, but deal with qualitative
subject matter; some specifically mention the systematic
assessment of program elements, which include tracking
systems, cost-effectiveness, etc & ; and some writers skirt
methods altogether in their definitions, perhaps not
wanting to be too specific ..



is a central tool for process
evaluation 0 does not mean non-

and and Bronfman (1991) and
Freeman trend in the field is
towards more of these methods~

Process evaluation can encompass empirical techniques
and designs 0 Process methods can even be
useful for the effects of alternative

evaluation"

ranscending the arriers...
Examples From the literature

and less and therefore results are
somehow less reliable and definitive than results 0

The issues committed to process evaluation are often left
somewhat vague in initial ClelrmJtlons,& aUJllOlUZ!1 stU)SeQUlent
elaboration may follows These issues focus on
~.lII.A/."''''''''''.l8.Jl...lII.jaoo..'l program and and
customer satisfactions

In the defInitions cited here and in others we eX~lmJne<l,

there is no reference to broader of results
regionally or nationally; none include analysis
based on experimental of program condi-

none explicitly discuss the role process evaluation
can play in addressing some of the issues nalJnt]Ul~

DSM evaluators of measures in
programs; of

savings in aU sectors; or of behavioral measures,
among others"

One of the of this paper is to educate rel!;UI~lt:OlY

bodies and utilities about the questions that process
evaluation can answer about what does and doesn't work
in DSM program This of of
process evaluation is the exception, not the rule 0 As the
four below this of work has and is

done" These holistic research that
to answer with process tech-

While all would not fit under the traditional
definitions of process an evaluation
svs;ternat:xca,Uv tests different it is a
process evaluationo

Alternatively, there is a to
more nomenclature" Both Freeman

and O'Rourke argue for
process evaluation from market evaluation 0 Market
evaluations assess the effectiveness of programs and
program in markets" Others have

for between process evaluation
more structured and progress

evaluation assessments of While these
distinctions may be useful to the tend to
contribute to the balkanization of the evaluation field"

and one
Incentive

program

Peters et aL did a of three
retrofit programs to-r4'''',Q.t·~~.rlI to the commercial sector in the
Northwest.. Two were the Bonneville Power
Administration of Savings Pilot

and the Commercial Incentives Pilot l§J'll'"I'''I..r'll''ll'''l!:l1t'!l'''

Sound Power and
Each program offered different

str~ltejl~leS and incentive stnlctureso The study was
review of delivery strategies, penetration,

costs, and estimated savings 0 Because
........... "' ...... 11-' ....... "' ..;..., ...& of three programs was not for and
common approaches not developed, incomplete
and inconsistent data the evaluator's effortso

covered both process and impact results,
a was assessing which incentive structures
were most effective and assessing a BPA that
aU cost effective measures be installed" comparing
results of these different programs, the trade-offs between

for installations
resulted in more measures installed per building)

or narrow defInitions contribute to
attitudes that limit the focus of process evaluation and
inhibit the of more evaluation

defmitions and of
process evaluation alone will not the current
SltLlatlon" however definitional may
conventional wisdom about what process evaluation can

The of process evaluation is also fettered
held evaluation end users, and

sometimes the themselves~ The most 11~11r1111"ild1F

which has achieved
stature--foHows an elitist process evaluation 18

and methods are
process evaluation is soft~

above process evaluation as a
exercise in contrast to the more

of evaluation" This
label carries not-so-hidden connotations 0

them are that process evaluation methods are less
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low

trategies for trengthening
rocessEvaluation

Each program different levels of
ranging from one site visit to as many as twelve.. When
cost and were across programs, it was
evident that the number of education visits is
2-3 .. The to make these was a matter
of fortune and not as these evaluations were

There is a of evaluation literature sum
marized by Quaid (1990) on the effects of combining
occupant education with low-income weatherization
programs.. There have been at least four empirical studies
in different states comparing energy savings in no
weatherization, weatherization only, and weatherization
plus education homes.. Each program used somewhat
differing education strategies (with different costs), yet aU
have demonstrated that occupant education significantly
increased weatherization as much as 50 per
cent, at a fraction of the measure costs.. One consequence
in Washington State is that education is more
regularly included as of low-income weatherization
programs.. From a larger these
reinforce the of provi.sions for
education and for those who win use or
DSM measures 0 It is our that these results
would transfer low-income weatherization..

In the strictest sense, this research is evaluation,
the basic the addresses, "does

education make a difference ~ low income energy effi-
is a process More impor-
results were coupled with process

evaluation methods to establish the strengths and
weaknesses of the alternative mechanisms..

All four studies the of process
evaluation techniques when with coupled with
evaluation data to provide clear and powerful information
on what DSM program strategies are most effective, and

the results they do ..

This paper has revealed the need for a systematic effort to
integrate process, and any other types of DSM
program evaluation.. This can be achieved a
variety of stniteJfZle:s ..

ater

IlI-lln.4R>1t'lI8"'al~ and as (NYSEG)
Penetration Experiment

Ne York
Commercial

Heat Pump and

A 1989 study of NYSEG Commercial Audit Pro
grams examined audit penetration rates as function audit
cost (free, fee with a rebate, and fee) and method of
contact or mail versus direct contact) .. The type of
contact (personal) was more than the audit cost
But no-eost audits combined with one-to-one solicitation
had the levels.. One-to-one solicitation
has a much first cost than mail or phone

the dra.m.a.tlc~lHY

rates that cost per audit per
installed ECM may be lower.. The
clear evidence that
f".n.C't'a~a1l"'!lJl"lV client rel:atU)ns.mpis ..

.n..U.llUlA~ll this two factor qWlSl~·eX1Derlm~ental

tecrmlqules, the focus was on unc1erstandJln2
r§Q<S'8'l1,Q<sR1 stratc~1Zu~S were more effective.. This shows
that the boundaries between and process evaluation
are and that evaluation in broad
terms garners synergy to much understand-

of the issues at hand~

and overall program cost effectiveness (which was higher
for programs with less restrictive installation require-

were illummatecL The also highlighted that
ease of and understandable incentive
structures is often a more concern than incentive
amounts ..

In a similar in the BPA examined the
relative effectiveness of versus incentives for
obt:alnmR: nlarket of residential heat pump and
solar water heaters Unlike the commercial
retrofit BPA was able to this in advance~

The program was offered to utilities that BPA wholesales
power to.. utilities were to

and low levels of incentives and activi-
ties .. The evaluation tracked both market data
and program costs.. While incentive and
tionallevels had effects the
both incentive and levels had rilTif'~~'l!"l!"Il.!JIt'llr"o11'Il1

peJlel:ratJlOn rates than utilities whose programs had
prC~m()tlc~n levels or incentive levels ..

]" 212 - Schueler and Quaid



to Answer the Big Questions 1IIIAr1l>'lIAII'Jlr"'lBiAr'l,lInII Holistic Evaluations

onclusion

If we adopt a holistic approach to then market
and progress evaluation become of process
evaluatione This makes it easier to between
process and and to mtlejl('ate

theme For example, there is confusion about whether
measure life and persistence are process or issues.
They are both. However, with the broader applications
proposed the distinction becomes
evaluation focuses on measure process
evaluation measures which program design strategies most
effectively and efficiently preserve program measures ..

In the broadest, most inclusive, sense process evaluation
can include any evaluation that examines DSM program
design and delivery. This goal-based orientation focuses
on the end product or use of process evaluatione It empha
sizes program optimization over program measurement.
To use alternative process evaluation is a forma
tive exercise rather a summative one (Herman et at
1987)..

The profile of process evaluation is on its own
merits due to and other pressures. Theories and
methods from branches of social
science (organizational and communication are
being introduced into more traditional energy program
evaluation. This trend win become standard practice in the
future .. It win/should lead to cross-program mvestuza:ttoIl.S
of the issues raised here..

This paper was conceived out of a frustration which
appears to be a preoccupation in the DSM eval
uation field with measurement, monitoring, and verifica-
tion. In the rush to evaluation tools to
assess DSM program to meet
needs, we seem to have stopped enough of the

questions about how to design and deliver the most
effective energy efficiency programs.. If we are to
opltlmlze the DSM resource in the run, it is essential
that these questions get asked and answered. Process
evaluations can and have been used to address these larger
questions. This use of process evaluation utilities and
regulators appears to be the exception. a
more holistic approach to encouraging more
collaborative comparative and utilities
and regulators about the need to keep an eye on the
questions, better process evaluations and better
energy programs win result

The best way to achieve the best uses of process evalua
tion is to explicitly for it. Resources for annual
evaluations, which function as report cards, may be better
allocated to less frequent, but more meaningful research
that can answer not only "How did we do?, tv but also
"How can we do better?" For example, utilities and
commissions may be better served by identifying key
program design and delivery questions to resolve and then
establishing an appropriate time frame in which to answer
them. It may take two or three years to find out with some
certainty which incentives achieve the greatest participa-

or whether client education is cost effective.. This
longer-term strategy may help to decouple process evalua
tions from immediate punitive effects, thus increasing the
likelihood that process evaluation results will be shared ..

to answer large, and perhaps
QUt~stl~ons within DSM .. Practitioners may

want to see their work situated in broader contexts than
those used.. The purpose of process evaluation
can be to include of programs across
sectors, and regions.. This leverages other
researchers' efforts by the same basic issue
from perspectives. For eX~LmJ)ie,

The Wisconsin Center for Demand Side has
coordinated the efforts of five utilities in order to
direct load control for air conditioners .. Key issues that
may be addressed include an of cycle treQuc~nc;v

and successful and The
of utilities creates an

in which each
somewhat different model .. A similar
works to test alternative for rllllcotnt"llntl!1l"IIll1r

efficient residential U$ZnU10jz ..

If process evaluation is to fulfill its it is
that communicate with and

educate utilities and commissions about uses of
process evaluation results. channels are at best

One channel is
such as the Association for Demand Side
Professionals which could a useful role in
"1lrl.t:::l~1l"IIt1!hf111l"11lV what the critical about DSM program

are, and the stake holders in program
evaluation.. Other channels for exchanging results and
~ri~~-ni'"~Ii',,(11Inill1!' the critical DSM are

among process evaluation
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